Abstract. In symbolic sensitivity analysis very important role plays the number of additionally generated expressions and in consequence additional number of arithmetical operations. The main drawback of some methods based on the adjoint graph or on the twograph technique, i.e. the necessity to multiply analyze the corresponding graph, is avoided. Advantages of the method suggested are that, the matrix inversion is not required and the Coates graph is significantly simplified. Simplifications of the method introduced in this paper lead to the significant reduction of the final symbolic expressions without violation of accuracy. This simplification method can be considered as SBG-type and has an important impact on symbolic analysis. A special software tool called "HoneySen" has been developed to implement the suggested method. In the paper, it was shown that the presented method is more effective than the transimpedance method taking the number of arithmetical operations and the circuit insight into consideration. Comparison results for the multiparameter sensitivity calculations of the voltage the transfer function for a fourth-order low pass filter and a secondorder high-pass filter are presented.
Introduction
The symbolic analysis has been widely applied for analog circuit analysis and synthesis [1] . At the circuit level, a formal technique has been used to obtain a network transfer function to calculate the behavior or characteristics of a circuit by the symbolic circuit parameters [2] . A symbolic simulator performs the same function as the designers traditionally do by hand analysis. The difference is that the analysis is now much faster done by a computer, and does not make many errors. The sensitivity analysis plays an important role in determining the critical design variables in analog circuit synthesis [3] , [4] .
According to the classical formulae, the calculation of the first-order transfer function sensitivity requires finding the corresponding derivatives, and that is the main problem of the sensitivity analysis. Once the circuit equations are derived, the relevant derivatives of each equation can be computed symbolically and then the differential sensitivity can be calculated using the chain rule of differentiation. This solution was proposed first in [5] and was extended in [6] by representing a sequence of expressions (SoE) as directed acyclic graph (DAG) and providing an algorithm for analyzing the DAG. Although the method is conceptually simple it does not always generates the optimal sequence [6] . This is due to the fact that the number of additional expressions, required for sensitivity calculations, heavily depends on the position of the symbol with respect to which the derivatives are calculated. The Transimpedance (TI) method overcomes these drawbacks [4] . The main drawback of some methods based on the adjoint graph is the necessity to analyze the corresponding graph twice [1] and the suggested method gets over it.
The nullator and norator (see [7] ) are elements that could facilitate the symbolic sensitivity analysis of active circuits by applying nodal analysis (NA). Nullorbased models have been generated taking into account the ideal behavior of the active devices [7] . All controlled sources, transistors and op-amps can be modeled using only resistors, capacitors, and nullors. In this manner, any analog network can be modeled with nullors and impedances, and the equivalence between them is introduced in [8] . The nullor equivalents of the pathological elements voltage mirror and current mirror and their application to symbolic analysis were introduced in [8] . In this paper a new approach for the multiparameter sensitivity (MS) analysis is described. The nullor model of the active circuit is a starting point for the sensitivity analysis. On the other hand, Coates flow graph is useful and often used in the network theory and in the linear system theory [9] . The symbolic analysis of a synthesized network can be implemented and simplified on the base of the modified Coates flowgraph (MCFG), [10] , decreasing the arithmetical operations in circuit sizing process. In contrast with the other approaches the nullor model is combined with the modified Coates flow graph aiming at the calculation of the MS in a symbolic form in this paper.
On the base of [11] , a method for MS analysis is described, which is devoid of these drawbacks contained in the previous methods mentioned above. Further, the paper presents a detailed description of the multiparameter sensitivity analysis (in section II). In section III, the proposed method has been applied to the nullor model of the fourth-order low-pass filter and the second-order high-pass filter for calculation of its multiparameter sensitivity. In section IV the comparison of the presented method with the TI method is performed. Section V presents the conclusions and suggestions for future research.
Multiparameter Symbolic Sensitivity Analysis
The multiparameter symbolic sensitivity analysis of a performance function with respect to the circuit parameters helps to determine parameters, which are critical for performance degradation and relatively insignificant. Suppose that p parameters, p = [G, C, g m ], exist having very small fractional perturbations from their nominal values. This paper proposes a new method of multiparameter symbolic sensitivity analysis based on a nullor model and modified Coates flow graph (SANMCFG). The sequence of the method main steps is as follows:
• Composing an equivalent nullor circuit of the active network.
• Presentation of the nullor circuit by a modified Coates flow graph and reduction of the circuit complexity by means of transformation of the MCFG in order to take into account the influence of nullators and norators.
• Determination of the transfer functions and the multiparameter symbolic sensitivity.
Composing of an Equivalent Nullor Circuit
Determination of the symbolic transfer function sensitivity with respect to each parameter is based on the nullor model of the active network.
Let us assume that there are m + n + R + 1 nodes, and R nullors in the equivalent nullor circuit N composed by circuit designers. In accordance with [11] , the nodes, numbered from 1 to m represent network sources, nodes from m + 1 to m + n are inner nodes, that all or some of them can be considered as output nodes, and the node m + n + 1 is the grounded node for the circuit. The sequence of numbering the nodes in the equivalent nullor circuit is very important for the symbolic multiparameter sensitivity analysis and for the special software developed. The sequence is determined as follows:
• incoming (sources) nodes -1, ..., m,
• outgoing nodes -m + 1, ..., m + n as follows:
-h nodes, connected to edges with passive elements,
-N e nodes, connected with the ground by means of a norator, -2N f nodes, connected with N f norators. When two or more norators have common nodes in the equivalent nullor circuit, then the pairs of the nodes connected with the norators must be numbered in ascending order in the income data,
-N f r nodes, connected with a norator that is situated between 2 nodes, one of them is connected with a nullator,
-n f nodes, that is one of the two nodes, connected with the nullators. When a nullator or more nullators are connected with the source node, because the source node is already numbered, this node is missed at that point,
-R = n f + n e nodes that are removed, as follows: n f nodes, corresponding to the second node, connected with the nullators; N e nodes, connected with the nullators grounded.
Accordingly, an equivalent nullor network N is composed which is presented by an initial modified Coates flow-graph. The algorithm written in [11] looks for the definiteness of all outgoing vertices, i.e. each outgoing vertex must have at least one incoming and one outgoing edge. An approach to reduce the nullor circuit complexity and order of the admittance matrix is presented in [12] . This approach describes five rules for transformation of the initial modified Coates flowgraph in order to take the nullator-norator pair influence on the network. The validity of the rules is verified by comparison of the reduced admittance matrix with the one obtained using the nullor properties described in [7] . It can be seen that having applied the rules, R vertices are removed from the initial modified Coates flow-graph. The number of these vertices is equal to the number of nullators in the equivalent nullor circuit, and they are strictly determined, i.e. R = n f + n e . These nodes correspond to the last ones in sequence of numbering the nodes in the nullor circuit. In this manner, it is very clear between which two nodes the transfer function is determined after the admittance matrix reduction.
Determination of the Transfer Functions and the Multiparameter Symbolic Sensitivity
The definition for the normalized sensitivity of rational transfer function T kq (s) with respect to circuit parameter Y(s) of a network element given by [1] is used to formulate the normalized (relative) sensitivity S
for determined frequency, when this parameter participates in more than one edge in the modified Coates flow graph:
where
is an element of the admittance matrix Y(s) for determined frequency; a ji (s) contains other network parameters, participating in this element.
The modified Coates flow graph allows us to simplify the first-order sensitivity analysis on the base of certain network partial transfer functions. According to [13] (1) is represented by partial transfer functions T iq (s) and T kj (s) , between the pair nodes i, q and k, j respectively, and substituted by:
for i, q = 1, 2, ...n; k, j = 2, ...n.
Partial transfer functions T k1 (s) and T kj (s) , determinants D k1 and D kj respectively, and determinant D can be obtained by MCFG G M C and its sub-graphs
respectively, as follows:
is obtained by G M C due to the removal of all edges from the vertex-source,
, for k, j = 2, ...n, is obtained from G M C due to the removal of all outgoing edges, including the self-loop in vertex k and moving the vertex-source into vertex k,
by removing all outgoing edges, including the self-loop, from vertex k, as well as by removing all incoming edges, including the self-loop, from vertex j. An edge y jk = −1 is added.
Consequently:
where n Q is the number of the loops in Q-th separation of loops in the sub-graph; R -the number of separations of loops in the sub-graph; P Q -the product of loop transmission coefficients in Q-th separation. Every separation of loops must be incident to all graph vertices and every one vertex must be incident with only one incoming and one outgoing edge.
The algebraic value of multiparameter sensitivity M S T of transfer function T (s) for determined frequency is
Using the algorithm presented in [11] , a special software tool called "HoneySen" is developed to perform multiparameter symbolic sensitivity analysis based on the equivalent nullor circuit and the modified Coates flow graph. The interested readers can receive the software from Irka honey@yahoo.com.
Examples
In this section, an example concerning the symbolic analysis of an analog circuit is presented to show that the proposed symbolic method is applicable to multiparameter sensitivity analysis.
Example 1
Let us find the multiparameter sensitivity of the voltage transfer function T 51 (s) = U 0 /U i for the fourth-order low-pass filter shown in Fig. 1-(a) . Its equivalent nullor circuit is presented in Fig. 1-(b) . Figure 2 -(a) shows the initial form of the MCFG. Considering the sequence of numbering, vertices (nodes) 8 and 9 in the initial flow-graph (equivalent nullor circuit) are removed. These nodes are strictly determined in the input data. They correspond to the last ones in the sequence of numbering the nodes.
According to rules (1), (3) and (5) of transformation of the initial flow graph described in [12] , MCFG follows and it is shown in Fig. 2-(b) . Having in mind (4) the algebraic value of multiparameter symbolic sensitivity is:
where:
and G 
Example 2
Let us find the multiparameter sensitivity of the voltage transfer function T (s) = U 0 (s)/U i (s) = U 3 /U 1 for the second-order high-pass filter shown in Fig. 3-(a) . The equivalent nullor circuit and its modified Coates flow graph is presented in Fig. 3 -(b) and 3-(c), respectively. The reduction of the nullor circuit complexity is related with removing of two nodes (R = 2 ). The symbolic result for the algebraic value of the multiparame-ter symbolic sensitivity with respect to all parameters is 6.
The magnitude of the multiparameter sensitivities M S k of the transfer function with respect to all parameters for f = 1000 Hz is obtained by the expression:
where S i is the sensitivity with respect to parameter i.
SANMCFG Method versus TI Method
In symbolic sensitivity analysis very important role plays the number of additionally generated expressions and in consequence additional number of arithmetical operations. Simplifications of the modified Coates flow graph introduced in this paper lead to the significant reduction of the final symbolic expressions without violation of accuracy. It is completely new contribution and very important. This simplification method can be considered as SBG-type (Simplification Before Generation) and has a significant impact on symbolic sensitivity analysis.
Such simplification method is not known in literature devoted to symbolic sensitivity analysis [4] , [5] , [6] , [8] . In this section we compare the number of arithmetical operations and the circuit insight of the method presented with the two-port transimpedance method, which has been already related to other symbolic sensitivity analysis methods [4] .
Comparison of Arithmetical Operations
In this chapter we will compare the number of arithmetical operations of the modified Coates flow graph method with the number of arithmetical operations of the two-port transimpedance method while calculating the multiparameter sensitivity. We will take the fol- Mults) corresponds to 6 flops and each short arithmetical operation such as addition and subtraction denoted as A/S (or Adds) corresponds to 2 flops. Let the sum of all flops will be the arithmetical effectiveness measure.
Basing on this measure we will compare our method denoted as SANMCFG with the transimpedance method denoted as TI. The comparison tests were performed for fourth-order LP filter circuit presented in this work as example 1 and shown in Fig. 1 and for the secondorder HP filter (example 2), presented in Fig. 3 . The manner, in which the number of flops was calculated,
is shown in the listing below. This listing concerns the fourth-order LP filter (computer printout): (((((Y22) *(Y33)*G1*(Y46)**G2*(Y57))-((Y22)*G*sC2* G1*(Y46)*(Y77)))-((Y22)*G2*(G^2)*G1* (Y46)))-(g*sC1* (Y33)* G2*(Y57)*(Y66))) +(g*sC1*G*sC2* (Y66)*(Y77)))+(g*sC1*G2* (G^2)*(Y66)))-(G1*(g^2)*(Y33)* G2*(Y57))) + (G1*(g^2)*G*sC2* (Y77)))+G1*(g^2)*G2* ( Expressions for S i are given in [14] . The results of calculations are collected in Tab. 1 and compared with those obtained by using the transimpedance method. Similar calculations were made for the second-order HP filter, for which we obtained the following number of total flops: for SANMCFG 190 and for TI 456. We see, that in regard to arithmetical operations measure, the SANMCFG method is superior to TI method in case of smaller circuits and comparable to TI method in case of bigger circuits (see Tab. 1). For LP fourthorder filter the SANMCFG method needs 2582 flops while TI method needs 2590 flops. On the other hand, for HP second-order circuit the SANMCFG method needs 190 flops while TI method needs 456 flops.
Symbolic methods generate symbolic expressions in different forms, which need a different number of arithmetical operations. This measure strongly depends on the form of representation of multiparameter sensitivity function. In the above comparisons, the performance measures were calculated as a sum of partial measures of partial relative sensitivities, because the multiparameter sensitivity represents such sum. For the fourth-order LP filter, the generated expressions can be easily transformed to the nested form, shown below (computer printout): It should be noticed that if the multiparameter sensitivity is recorded in nested form, shown above, it needs 1272 flops, only. In this representation, the SANMCFG method becomes superior to the TI standard method (without simplifications). The sequence of expressions shown above can be directly calculated in Matlab environment.
Comparison of Circuit Insights
Let us look at the example 2 (HP second -order filter) more precisely. The SANMCFG method generates the following expression of the sensitivity function S T31 G2 , 8. After small rearrangement we get more familiar form:
.
If we accept the appropriate time constants equal: R 3 C 1 = R 4 C 2 , then this sensitivity will not be depended on frequency and will be equal to −1. On the other hand, TI method generates the following SoE:
Basing on this SoE, it is not possibly to predict the result obtained above, easily. Let us consider the sensitivity measure j S T31 Gj = |M S|, for j = 1, 2, . . . , 6, where MS is determined by (6) . After canceling common factors sC 2 G 1 in nominator and denominator in (6) and after small rearrangement we get more familiar form:
It is not difficult to recognize that nominator is two times greater than the denominator. In this way we obtain very important property of this circuit -its multiparameter sensitivity measure is independent on frequency and is equal to 2: |M S| = |−2| = 2. On the other hand, basing on a series of SoE generated by TI method, it is almost impossible to anticipate such important property of this circuit. Resuming, it can be stated, that the SANMCFG method gives much better circuit insight than TI method.
Conclusion
A new method of multiparameter symbolic sensitivity determination is considered. It is based on the equivalent nullor model of active devices and modified Coates flow graph. The method suggested in this paper performs multiparameter sensitivity analysis with respect to various circuit parameters to tune circuit parameters during sizing. "HoneySen" software implements the sequence of actions according to the presented method. To verify its applicability two examples are examined: with a fourth-order low pass filter and with a secondorder high-pass filter. Advantages of the suggested method are that it is not necessary to multiply analyze the corresponding graph and the modified node admittance matrix inversion is not required. The carried out comparison tests showed that in respect to arithmetical operation measure, the presented method is superior to TI method in case of smaller circuits and comparable to TI method in case of bigger circuits and even superior after transformation the generated expressions into nested form. Moreover, it gives much better circuit insight than the transimpedance method. Further simplification of the generated symbolic expressions is under consideration.
